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achieve counted objectives embedded data should be kept
hidden in host signal even if is subject of degrading
manipulations such as lossy data compression, cropping, resampling, or filtering. Since embedded data are in favor of
both author and consumer all data hiding applications, like
augmentation data inclusion, must be invariant against
removal or detection [5, 6].
Data hiding has formidable technical challenges.
Perceptual or statistical holes to be filled with data in host
signals are likely to be removed by means of lossy signal
compression. Important factor to achieve successful data
hiding technique is to find holes which are not convenient to
be exploited by compression algorithms. The main challenge
is filling data in this kind of holes in a way that is not easy
for compression algorithms to exploit it. An enhanced
challenge is filling the holes in a manner that remains
invariant against signal transformation in big scale.
Following counted features and restrictions are the criteria
which a data embedding algorithm must meet [8]:
• Quality of host signal should not be degraded
objectionably and the perceptibility of embedded data
must be kept minimal.
• The data must be embedded into whole body of the
target media rather than wrapper or header. Therefore it
would be kept intact in different formats.
• The data must be secure against intentional and
intelligent removal attempts such as filtering, encoding,
cropping, channel noise, lossy compressing, resampling, scanning and printing, digital to analog (D/A)
conversion, analog to digital (A/D) conversion, and etc.
• Since data hiding goal is to keep the embedded data into
host signal, embedded data asymmetrical encoding is
desirable feature but not essential.
• To guaranty data integrity error correction coding is
necessary. Degradation of embedded data at signal
modification time is unavoidable.
• Arbitrary re-entrant and self clocking are mandatory
properties of the embedded data. These properties are to
guaranty that embedded data will be retrievable even if
only some fragments of the host be available.

Abstract—Steganography is a form of security technique
through obscurity; the science and art of hiding the existence
of a message between sender and intended recipient.
Steganography has been used to hide secret messages in
various types of files, including digital images, audio and video.
The three most important parameters for audio steganography
are imperceptibility, payload, and robustness. Different
applications have different requirements of the steganography
technique used. This paper intends to give an overview of
image steganography, its uses and techniques.
Keywords- digital image; information hiding; multimedia
security; watermarking; steganography

I.

INTRODUCTION

Art of data hiding in digital media, steganography and
watermarking, aims to embed secret data into cover with
purpose of identification, copyright protection, and
annotation. The main constraint factors of this process are
message data quantity, necessity of invariability of
embedded data under distortions like lossy compression,
third party removal, or modification. Data hiding techniques
fall into three categories of cryptography, steganography,
and watermarking. Watermarking and particularly
steganography tend to conceal presence of hidden data while
cryptography makes data gibberish [1, 2].
Representation of media in digital format facilitates its
access and as well enhances accuracy, efficiency, and
portability of existence of data. But in the opposite side
undesirable effects are possibility of copyright violation and
modification or tampering the content. Intellectual property
protection, content manipulation indication, and annotation
are the main motivations of employing these techniques [2].
Digital data hiding falls into different classes like
embedding copyright information in different digital media
formats such as text, audio, image, or video with the least
possible perceivable degradation effects on the host signals.
For example, effects must be inaudible or invisible to its
observers. Data hiding techniques are distinct from
encryption techniques as they aim to make the embedded
data unrecoverable and inviolate-able [3, 4].
Quantity of hidden data and data invariance to
manipulation
requires
different
data
embedment
methodologies and as far as no single method is able to reach
all of the goals then various classes of techniques are needed
for spanning all ranges of applications [7].
Main usages of digital media data hiding techniques are
preserving copyright and assuring content integrity. To
978-0-7695-4959-0/13 $25.00 © 2013 IEEE
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Today there are various applications of information
hiding. Knowledge of data hiding might be used either in
ethical or unethical ways. However, data hiding algorithms
cannot easily be categorized either in steganography or
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an absolute value in term of number of bits for particular
cover or as a relative number regarding necessary bits to save
final stego file. Capacity value depends on both embedding
function and cover properties ( ሺሻ ሻ. For instance, in LSB
technique if the cover is 8-bit grayscale image file for one bit
per pixel embedding the capacity would be equal with 12.5%
or less because of the cover file header information which is
not embeddable. This fact also is notable that not always the
secret message is in maximum embeddable size and bit per
pixel is just a measurement of capacity for maximum
embedding [16]. P is a metric which shows proportion of
length of the secret message relative to the maximum length
of message can be embedded in cover. P value would be 0 
p  1 and can be calculated by following formula:
ȁȁ
ൌ
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Not always finding embedding rate is this easy because
some stego systems are able to embed into compressed
covers and therefore final embedding ratio would be
variable. In these kinds of cases it is hard to find particular
formula which can accurately define embedding capacity. So
another capacity measurement for compressed formats is
needed. For instance, F5 is a steganographic algorithm for
compressed JPEG format which reduces file size
monotonically with the needed size of embedding secret data
[17, 18]. In fact it degrades quality of lossy compressed
images to make free hole for embedding secret information.
A bit per non-zero DCT coefficient (bpc) is a capacity
metric for JPEG images. Practical and theoretical studies
[19] show that larger secret messages would have more
changes on cover and statistically are more detectable than
short ones. Therefore embedding rate and capacity are
directly related to property of imperceptibility.

watermarking categories as there is no transparent boundary
between these two terms and mostly the classification relies
on application of the algorithm. Therefore regardless
classifying data hiding the most common data hiding
applications are fingerprinting, secret communication, secure
storage, covert communication, and copyright protection [9].
Fingerprinting allows tracing originator or recipients of
particular copy of the media be traced by means of
watermarking. The employed watermarking technique must
support high degree of robustness against both intentional
and unintentional attacks. For instance, in advance of
distributing plentiful copies of digital multimedia products
among users, the copies can be watermarked by embedding
various identity or serial numbers [10, 11].
Secret communication can be established by means of
hiding secret information within digital media covers to hide
presence of communication. This application falls in
category of steganography rather than watermarking [12].
Secure storage means utilizing the cover digital media as
secure storage for some sensitive information. For instance,
drug prescriptions or medical records of patients need to be
kept secure at storing and transmission time because of the
consequences it may cause if be abused by unauthorized
people for illegal activities or identity theft to fraud
insurance [13].
Covert communication for some organizations or people
might be vital to keep their data safe against unauthorized
people. For instance, army can use this method to make
covert transmission of technical information of battle plans
against attackers which could harm whole operation if the
data be compromised [14].
Copyright protection helps to protect dedicated resources
to production of intellectual properties. Specifically in
industrial societies reproduction expenditure of an
intellectual property is far less than creation of it. To protect
the copyright some data which represents the property owner
information will be embedded within the host digital media.
The watermarking algorithm is expected to be robust against
attacks and let the owner prove the ownership in court cases.
Fragile watermarking also might be used for host signal
tampering. In addition, watermarking can be used for
controlling access policy or limiting particular copies [15].
II.

B. Imperceptibility
Stego object should not have important perceptual
artifact. The higher fidelity of stego object, will give the
better imperceptibility. This property would be satisfied if
difference of resultant stego file be not distinguishable from
original cover for warden [20].
There are various evaluation techniques different
steganography types but the main evaluation method is
PSNR. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is a metric to
evaluate the ratio between possible maximum signal and
influence of modifying noise to fidelity of its representation
[21]. This metric can be calculated as follow:

STEGANOGRAPHY MEASUREMENTS

As shown in Figure 1, important steganography
measurements are as follow:
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C. Robustness
Robustness is property of harness of eliminating secret
information from stego file. While detection of embedded
secret data has much higher importance than its removal, but
property of robustness talks about resisting against

Figure 1. Measurement triangle of steganography

A. Capacity
Capacity is the maximum amount of secret information
can be embedded in a file. Capacity either can be defined as
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which is about blind attacks, concept of security is more
critical factor since it talks about intentional attacks which
attacker has knowledge of utilized scheme that increases
likelihood of compromising [31].
Secret key: to ensure watermarking is not readable or
removable the embedding algorithm must use cryptographic
keys to protect it from alteration. If an attacker be able to
read the embedded data it also would be able to manipulate it
as both location and embedding algorithm are known. Since
protection of security of embedded data is depends on the
secret key then the key space must be large enough to make
running brute force attacks impractical. The embedded
message could be encrypted in two levels by a cipher key
and data embedding key. This practice delivers two levels of
security which in highest level user will not be able to
decode, read, or even detect presence of embedded data. In
second security layer lets any user to detect existence of
embedded data, but data will not be disclosure without
having the proper key [32].
Statistical invisibility: this property is needed to prevent
detection of existence of steganography/watermarking.
Running statistical examinations on group of watermarked
files should not disclosure any information neither about
employed watermarking technique nor nature of embedded
data [33].
Secrecy: is defined as hardness of extracting the
embedded secret message [24]. This property can be mapped
to confidentiality metric of encryption systems which used
beforehand of message embedment [25].
Computational cost and redundancy are two important
factors under availability side of CIA triangle in field of
steganography/watermarking. Computational cost: the
embedment and detection time are crucial factors in data
embedding algorithms. Some of applications such as
broadcast monitoring need real time data processing and no
delay is acceptable. In some others like court cases
effectiveness is the most important factor and time could be
ignored [26].
Redundancy: to enhance robustness of embedded data it
could be embedded in more than one part of host file. This
could happen when embedded information just takes small
portion of file [27].
Steganography, watermarking, and encryption are close
techniques for protecting ownership and data secrecy.
Regarding the chosen technique each criterion might have
different property or be called differently. For instance the
secret data in steganography is called payload, in
watermarking is called watermark, and in encryption is plain
text. Table 2 counts important criteria of the techniques and
describes property description of each [28].

intentional distortion of communication channel by means of
systematic interface or channel noise aiming to ban use of
steganography techniques. Robustness metrics of
steganographic algorithms are classified in distortion classes
like geometric transformations or additive noise. In each one
of the classes distortion value can be expressed according
generic (like noise source parameters) or specific (like
PSNR) measures [22, 23].
Robustness of steganography methods also can be
examined through steganalysis attacks. Challenging aim of
steganalysis is detection of existence of the secret message in
cover file [24]. Today numerous methods exist which can
conduct steganalysis to reveal existence of secret information
especially when the cover file is digital image [25].
However, famous steganalysis approaches are as follow [26]:
• Visual detection
• Histogram analysis (detecting according first order
statistics)
• Twofold statistical techniques for images by using
spatial correlations
• Higher order statistics (RS)
• Steganalysis of JPEG files’ compatibility
• Universal blind detection methods
Also there is another important feature called pair of
values. Chi-squared attack examines presence of PoVs to
discover existence of embedded secret information.
D. Definitions in CIA triangle
In addition of capacity, robustness, and imperceptibility
criteria there are more evaluation metrics which fall under
each side of CIA triangle. Compression ratio, multiple
watermarks, success rate, embedding complexity, and
detection complexity are important definitions under
integrity side [27].
Compression ratio: some of host types might be
compressed like audio or image files. The host file
containing embedded data must yield the same compression
ratio as the unmarked one and also should not be degraded.
Furthermore, the compression process should not remove the
embedded data [28].
Multiple watermarks: more than one user must be
capable of embedding watermark within a host file. It means
that ideally a user must be capable of embedding information
without changing pre-embedded one which might exist
beforehand. This property must be kept even if the
algorithms are not identical [29].
Success rate and embedding complexity: evaluation
metrics which try to determine a scaling system for
delivering desired level of security and robustness for
embedment into chosen cover [10].
Detection complexity is another steganography metric
which examines needed computational efforts to acquire
defined mixture of (, ) error rates.
Statistical invisibility, secret key, and secrecy are
concepts and parameters involved in confidentiality side of
CIA triangle. Robustness attacks are aimed to increase the
value of Bit Error Ratio (BER) in watermarking or
steganography channel while security attacks are designed to
discover the secret key. In contrast of robustness property

III.

STEGANOGRAPHY TYPES

Information hiding technology falls into three classes of
steganography,
watermarking,
and
cryptography.
Steganography and watermarking each one fall into two subclasses. Figure 2 illustrates classifications of all three classes
of information hiding technology.
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A. Fragile Steganography
Fragile method means insertion of information in a cover
in a way that modification of host file will destroy whole
embedded information. Since it can easily be removed from
the career then is not convenient choice for copyright
protection, but for example in court cases it can be witness of
file originality. Implementation of fragile techniques is easier
than robust ones [29].

[6]

[7]

B. Robust steganography
In contrast of fragile techniques, bits manipulation of
robust methods will not easily be removed from host file.
Despite no method can guaranty that embedded data are not
changeable but if amount of needed efforts for destructing
information is considerable then it would be known as a
robust method. To preserve security of embedded
information its detection must be very hard [20].
Robust steganography is split into fingerprinting and
watermarking. Application of fingerprinting is to put a mark
on specific file for particular authorized customer. This
specific mark can prove which customer has violated
copyright law and is distributed particular copy of a file [31].
In opposite side of fingerprinting which aimed to protect
the customers, watermarking preserves identity of file
generator. Watermarking makes possible prosecution of
people who hold illegal copies. Technically watermarking
will be employed for mass production of CDs and DVDs,
while fingerprinting is for especial copies.
When watermarking is not detectable and easily removeable, it would be called imperceptible watermarking.
However, there is visible version of watermarking to show
particular patterns over an image. Example of this type of
watermarking would be watermarks on some bank notes [3].

[8]

[9]
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Figure 2. Classification of data hiding techniques
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